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ABSTRACT: Electrides are very peculiar ionic compounds where
electrons occupy the anionic positions. In a crystal lattice, these
isolated electrons often form channels or surfaces, furnishing
electrides with many traits with promising technological applica-
tions. Despite their huge potential, thus far, only a few stable
electrides have been produced because of the intricate synthesis they
entail. Due to the difficulty in assessing the presence of isolated
electrons, the characterization of electrides also poses some serious
challenges. In fact, their properties are expected to depend on the
arrangement of these electrons in the molecule. Among the criteria
that we can use to characterize electrides, the presence of a non-
nuclear attractor (NNA) of the electron density is both the rarest
and the most salient feature. Therefore, a correct description of the
NNA is crucial to determine the properties of electrides. In this paper, we analyze the NNA and the surrounding region of nine
molecular electrides to determine the number of isolated electrons held in the electride. We have seen that the correct description of
a molecular electride hinges on the electronic structure method employed for the analyses. In particular, one should employ a basis
set with sufficient flexibility to describe the region close to the NNA and a density functional approximation that does not suffer from
large delocalization errors. Finally, we have classified these nine molecular electrides according to the most likely number of electrons
that we can find in the NNA. We believe this classification highlights the strength of the electride character and will prove useful in
designing new electrides.

■ INTRODUCTION

Electrides are ionic species with electrons occupying the
anionic positions.1−4 These anionic electrons in electrides act
as separated individual entities, constituting the smallest
possible anions in a molecule. All materials present defects at
any temperature due to misalignment or absence of atoms, the
latter giving rise to vacancies that other particles can occupy.
Farbe centers (from the German word Farbe = color),
commonly known as F centers, are vacancies occupied by
electrons randomly placed around the solid. The electrons in
the vacancies can undergo energetic excitations (typically in
the UV−vis range) that give rise to colors in some mineral
crystals such as gemstones. Electrides actually present
stoichiometric F centers, i.e., the vacancies and isolated
electrons are replicated in the crystal lattice. Electrides
resemble alkaline metal solutions of ammonia, which form
gold−blue colored materials that consist of positively charge
alkaline metals and free electrons solvated by ammonia
molecules. An important difference between electrides and
solvated electrons is that the latter occur in the liquid
disordered state, whereas the electrides have ordered geo-
metrical structures.

James L. Dye, who had been working on the synthesis and
characterization of compounds presenting anionic alkali
metalsnow commonly known as alkalides5was the first
who hypothesized the existence of electrides. In 1983, he
managed to synthesize the first electride,6 and, finally, in 1986,
he could unequivocally characterize it from the crystallographic
structure.7 Afterward, he also synthesized and characterized
other electrides based on alkali metals, but unfortunately, they
all eluded thermal stability or air sensitivity.8,9 The electronic
structure of these electrides hinges on the coordination of
alkaline cations in a network structure and the formation of
cavities (cages or channels) to allocate the isolated electrons.
For this reason, cryptand or crown ethers were chosen as
complexants. However, all the organic electrides based on
cryptand or crown ethers synthesized thus far were not stable
at room temperature and spontaneously decomposed at
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temperatures above −40 °C. It actually took quite a long time
to design the appropriate ligand (a cryptand[2.2.2]) to retain
the cation that, in turn, would trap the electron in a close
cavity.10 The synthesis of complexants that can bind alkali
cations is tedious and complicated, and, in this case, it required
previous computational calculations that guided the synthesis.
Namely, electronic structure calculations suggested that
decreasing the electronegativity of the coordination atom by
replacing oxygen with nitrogen would raise the complexants’
LUMO energies enough to make them inaccessible for the
electron attachment that leads to the thermal decomposition of
these complexants.10

Although Dye synthesized the first stable organic electride in
2005, the first stable electride was discovered by the group of
Hideo Hosono 2 years earlier.11 [Ca24Al28O64]

4+(4e−) is an
inorganic electride that has found many applications: an
electron emitter,12 an electron injection electrode for organic
semiconductors,13 a synthetic organic reagent in pinacol
coupling reaction,14 a cathode in top-emission organic light-
emitting diodes,15 a reversible H2 storage device,

16 a catalyst in
the synthesis of ammonia,17 an electrode in electrochemical
reactions,18 fabrication of a field-effect transistor,19 as a

cathode in a fluorescent lamp,20 and an electric conductor.21

The group of Hosono has been the most active in the search
for new (inorganic) electrides with appealing applications, but
other groups have recently joined the quest. Nowadays, there is
a large collection of electrides, which can be classified
according to the shape of the lattice voids where electrons
are trapped: zero-dimensional electrides,22 one-dimensional
electrides,23−26 two-dimensional electrides,27−34 three-dimen-
sional ones,35−40 and electride nanoparticles.41,42 In Table 1,
we have collected all the experimental realizations of electrides,
indicating which of them are stable at room temperature,
whether they are organic or inorganic, and the number of
dimensions of the isolated electron cavity. There are, however,
other electrides that have been suggested in the literature
based on computational calculations.43,44 This is the case of
molecular electrides,45 which are single-molecule electrides, or
metal cluster electrides,46 in which a sea of delocalized valence
electrons surround the metal cation.
Another route to design electrides avoiding chelating organic

molecules consists in applying high pressures (hundreds of
GPa) to alkaline metal structures.47 Upon compression of
valence electrons, they separate one from another to minimize

Table 1. List of Electrides Synthesized up to 2021, Including the Type (Organic/Inorganic), Its Stability at Room
Temperature with Respect to Air Exposure (Yes/No), Whether It Is Stable in the Presence of Water and Acid, and the
Electron Confinement Regimen (Zero-, One-, and Two-Dimensional or Nanoparticle)

electride type stable confinement ref

Cs+(18C6)2·e− org. not 1D 6
K+(C222)·e− org. not 2D 54,55
Cs+(15C5)2·e− org. not 1D 56
Cs+[(15C5)(18C6)]6(18C6) org. not 2D 57
K+(15C5)2·e− org. not 1D 4
Li+(C211)·e− org. not 1D 58
Rb+(C222)·e− org. not 1D 59
C12A7:e− inorg. yes 0D 11
Na+[tripip-aza(222)]·e− org. yes 1D 10
[Ca2N]

+·e− inorg. yes 2D 27
[Y2C]

1.8+·1.8e− inorg. yes 2D 60
La8Sr2(SiO4)

64+·4e− inorg. yes 1D 26
[Y5Si3]

0.79+·0.79e− inorg. yes (water) 1D 61
LnH2 (Ln = La, Ce, Y) inorg. yes 0D 22
exfoliated Ca2N inorg. yes 2D 33
Nb5Ir3 inorg. yes 1D 24
Sr5P3 inorg. yes 1D 25
AeAlSi (Ae = Ca, Sr, Ba) inorg. yes 2D 30
LaScSi inorg. yes 3D 35
LaCu0.67Si1.33 inorg. yes 3D 36
Ru/C12A7:e− inorg. yes 0D 62
Yb5Sb3 inorg. yes 2D 29
Ag−Ca2N inorg. yes 2D 63
LaCu0.67Si1.33 inorg. yes NP 42
Y5Si3 inorg. yes NP 42
Sr3CrN3 inorg. N/A 1D 23
Y3Pd2 inorg. yes 3D 40
LaRuSi inorg. yes 3D 37
LnRuSi (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) inorg. yes (water, acid) 3D 38
LnNiSi (Ln = La, Ce, Pr, Nd) inorg. yes 3D 39
Gd2C inorg. yes 2D 28
Hf2S inorg. yes (water, acid) 2D 32
(Ca1−xBax)12A7:e

− (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.05) inorg. yes 0D 64
Sn/C12A7:e− inorg. yes NP 41
(C1−xSx)12A7:e

− (0 ≤ x ≤ 0.03) inorg. yes 0D 65



the electron repulsion. This way, there is a greater difficulty for
electrons to move freely in the lattice, and the material
becomes a Mott insulator. This behavior has been observed in
Li,48 Na,49 K,47 and Mg.50 These compounds were
characterized by non-nuclear attractors (NNA) and maxima
of the electron localization function (ELF),51 with a large
number of electrons (between 1 and 2) in the corresponding
basins. Hoffmann has worked on the chemical bonding formed
between electrons of high-pressure electrides (called interstitial
quasi-atoms (ISQs)) and their bonding capabilities, which can
be traced back to those of atomic clusters in the so-called
superatoms.52,53 An ISQ does not contain nuclei or core
electrons, yet due to its space confinement, an ISQ in a high-
pressure electride acts as a regular atom, accommodating
electrons and forming anions, giving rise to covalent and
metallic bonds with the neighboring ISQs or atoms. Therefore,
ISQs can form quasimolecules such as E2 bonds, LiE, MgE2, and
EB, among others; E being the electron at the ISQ.
The characterization of electrides is not free of ambi-

guity.45,46,66 Nevertheless, electrides present several special
properties that could be used to identify them. For instance,
solid-state electrides show particular magnetic features that
result from the presence of unpaired spins, such as exalted
susceptibilities that correlate with the area of the channel
where the isolated electrons are located. An electride is
expected to be a Mott insulator, and some electrides are
superconductors at low temperatures.13,67−69 In addition, they
also present huge nonlinear optical properties (NLOPs), which
include some of the largest static first hyperpolarizabilities ever
reported.70,71 However, none of these properties are exclusive
of electrides, and one is deemed to measure the most salient
feature of electrides: the existence of an isolated electron.
Hence, the characterization of electrides depends on
experimental and computational techniques that can unequiv-
ocally identify the presence of isolated electrons. Since the
density of free electrons is not large enough to be located in
the X-ray of the crystal structure, most experimental evidence
of the presence of this electron is indirect8,9,72 and comes
usually from (i) the similarity of the electride structure with
analog alkalides (i.e., the cationic structure), (ii) the chemical
shift of the corresponding cation, (iii) EPR studies, and (iv)
atomic-resolution scanning tunneling microscopy.73 The
theoretical analysis often provides more reliable ways to
characterize electrides, e.g., through the characterization of the
topology of the electron density, the ELF,51,74,75 the non-
covalent interactions (NCI),76,77 the localized-orbital locator
(LOL),78 and the Laplacian of the electron density.79 These
tools are useful to identify localized electrons in elec-
trides45,46,66,80 but these features are also separately present
in many systems that cannot be considered electrides. In 2015,
some of us established the following computational criteria to
identify molecular electrides: the presence of an NNA, a highly
localized density (indicated by the ELF, the Laplacian of the
electron density, or another indicator such as LOL), and large
nonlinear optical properties.45 Dale et al. have recently also
reviewed these and other criteria to recognize electrides.66

They confirm that our criteria are adequate to identify
molecular electrides; however, they found some difficulties in
detecting NNAs in inorganic electrides because of the compact
nature of their vacancies.66 One should also keep in mind that
many density functional approximations (DFAs) suffer from
delocalization errors caused by spurious self-interactions
(known as the self-interaction error) that result in the

overestimation of the electron delocalization in the molecule.81

As a result, DFAs with a low percentage of Hartree−Fock
(HF) exchange tend to overestimate electron conjugation82

and aromaticity.83−86 In the case of electrides, the delocaliza-
tion error might hinder the presence of NNAs in electronic
densities of solid-state inorganic electrides (vide inf ra).80

Among the criteria that can be used to identify electrides,
the NNA is the rarest feature. Therefore, it is assumed that the
existence of an NNA indicates that, most likely, the molecule is
an electride. It is thus important to find the suitable electronic
structure method to detect the NNA, which, as we shall see, is
quite sensitive to both the accuracy of the method and the
quality of the basis set employed. The correct characterization
of the electron density around the NNA is necessary to assess
the properties of the NNA basin (delimited by the density
zero-flux surface surrounding the NNA), which, in turn, will
determine the properties of the electride. In this sense, some
questions about electrides remain unanswered. Which is the
most likely number of electrons that holds an electride? Can
we connect the latter with the formal oxidation state of the
NNA basin? Which is the probability of finding at least one
electron in the NNA basin? To which extent are the isolated
electrons in an electride localized? In this paper, we will
address these queries and show a few types of electrides
according to the number of electrons the NNA basin holds.
We will also assess the sensitivity of the computational method
employed to characterize molecular electrides. We believe this
study, apart from providing insight on the formal character-
ization of the electrides, will also help to understand the
electronic structure arrangement in molecular electrides and,
therefore, help in the design of new electrides.

■ METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we have studied several molecules (see Figure 1
for the molecular representation of the systems) that were
already classified as molecular electrides following the criteria
we established:45 Li@calix[4]pyrrole,45,70,87 Na@calix[4]-
pyrrole,88 TCNQLi2,

45,89 TCNQNa2,
45,89 TCNENa3,

90

TCNENa4(II),
90 Mg2EP,

91 Mg2@C60,
88 and e@C60F60.

45,92

Namely, all of these systems present at least an NNA, a highly
localized density in the region of the NNAindicated by the
large negative value of the Laplacian of the electron density79

or the presence of an ELF51,74 basinand large nonlinear
optical properties (NLOPs). For TCNENa3 and TCNE-
Na4(II), only the values of the static first hyperpolarizability
were reported.90 For the sake of completeness, in the
Supporting Information, we have included the static NLOPs
of these molecules (up to the second hyperpolarizability),
which are of the same magnitude as in other molecular
electrides.
All structures were optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/ma-

TZVP93,94 level of theory. It has been recently documented
that this functional avoids large delocalization errors,83−85

which could give rise to spurious critical points in the potential
energy surface.86,95 For these optimized geometries, single-
point calculations with various basis sets and density functional
approximations (CAM-B3LYP,93 B3LYP,96,97 M06-2X,98 and
MN1599) as well as Hartree−Fock (HF) and MP2100 methods
have been performed. Although HF completely neglects
electron correlation and, in most cases, density functional
approximations (DFAs) provide more accurate energies and
geometries, DFAs struggle to reproduce the electron density of
some electrides with unpaired electrons. Conversely, HF
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densities are usually of sufficient quality (at least they do not
suffer from delocalization errors) to provide a correct
description of the system. This way, we have an alternative
method that, in some cases, provides results closer to
correlated ab initio methods (see Results). The purpose of
performing such benchmarking calculations is to assess the
accuracy of each DFA and measure the effect of the
delocalization error in the characterization of the isolated
electron(s). For TCNENa3, additional calculations with CCSD
and CCSD(T) were also included to assess the performance of
MP2, which is the reference for all the other systems. In order
to confirm the single-reference nature of TCNENa3, we
performed T1101 and D1 diagnostics102 on the coupled-cluster
wave function. For all CCSD and MP2 wave functions, we
have computed the IND index103,104 obtained from the range-
separation partition of the Coulomb hole.105,106 IND is
proportional to the deviation from idempotency of the first-

order reduced density matrix.107,108 Unlike T1 and D1
diagnostics, IND can be calculated for any wave function from
natural orbital occupations. All HF, MP2, and DFAs
calculations were performed with Gaussian16 (Rev. B01),109

whereas CCSD and CCSD(T) calculations were computed
using CFOUR 2.1.110 For all post-HF methods, relaxed one-
electron densities111 have been employed in the subsequent
analyses, whereas the Muller approximation112 has been
employed to compute approximate two-electron densities
from natural orbital occupancies.113,114 The latter are used to
calculate the localization index and the probabilities (vide
inf ra). Such an approach has been used in the past to calculate
reasonably accurate localization and delocalization indi-
ces.113,115−119

The study of the electronic distribution in electrides was
done in the framework of the quantum theory of atoms in
molecules (QTAIM)79 using the AIMAll package (ver.
19.10.12).120 This software was used to perform a topological
analysis of the electron density, detect the presence of non-
nuclear attractors (NNAs),121 and integrate the number of
electrons in the corresponding NNA basins (NNA popula-
tion). We also calculate the localization index,118,122 which
gives a measure of the number of electrons localized in this
region. In addition, we performed an effective oxidation state
(EOS) analysis123,124 to assign an integer number of electrons
to the NNA basin. Unlike the NNA population, which gives
the average number of electrons in the NNA basin, the NNA
EOS is an integer number (or, occasionally, a rational number)
expected to provide a value close to the formal ionic picture124

of the NNA basin. The two values provide important
complementary information about the electronic structure of
a molecule. In order to perform the EOS analysis, we always
define one fragment for each NNA basin we have identified in
the molecule. The rest of the molecule will be divided into two
different ways: (1) considering one whole fragment or (2)
separating metallic centers from the rest of the molecule. The
EOS method defines a set of effective atomic orbitals (EffAOs)
and occupations from the atomic overlap matrix obtained from
the QTAIM analysis. The EffAOs are ranked in decreasing
occupation order, and one by one, the electrons of the
molecule are assigned to the different fragments. The
procedure is done separately for α and β electrons. The
number of electrons assigned to each fragment determines its
oxidation state. At the same time, the occupations of the
EffAOs are used to calculate a measure of the uncertainty of
the oxidation state assignment (vide inf ra). The EOS analysis
has been recently used to assign oxidation states in many
nontrivial molecules.95,125−129 In this work, we have employed
APOST3D (dev. ver. 2.0) to perform the EOS study.130

Finally, we have calculated the electron distribution functions
(EDFs)131 to analyze the probability of finding zero, one, and
two electrons in the NNA. To this end, we have implemented
the formulation of Canceś et al.132 in an in-house version of
APOST3D.

■ RESULTS
This section will present the results gathered for the nine
molecular electrides we have selected for our study. First of all,
we will choose the most suitable computational method to
analyze these systems by examining several density functional
approximations (DFAs) and ab initio methods. Afterward, we
will determine the most likely number of electrons that
contribute to the electride character of each molecule and

Figure 1. Molecular representations of Li@calix[4]pyrrole,45,70,87

Na@calix[4]pyrrole,88 TCNQLi2,
45,89 TCNQNa2,

45,89 TCNENa3,
90

TCNENa4(II),
90 Mg2EP,

91 Mg2@C60,
88 and e@C60F60

45,92 optimized
at the CAM-B3LYP/ma-TZVP level of theory. Molecules with an M
atom have been optimized and studied for M = Li and M = Na.
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determine the oxidation state of the region that contains the
isolated electrons of the studied electrides. Finally, we will
compare the different descriptors used to characterize the
electrides and determine which ones can assess the number of
electrons in electrides.
Calibration of the Computational Method. In this

work, we will employ MP2 as the reference method to
compare the features obtained from the topological analysis of
the electron density, including the density and its Laplacian at
the NNA, the average number of electrons in the NNA
(NNNA), and the number of electrons localized in the NNA
(λNNA) or localization index.118,122 In order to assess the
accuracy of MP2, we have selected TCNENa3, for which MP2
presented a large deviation for all the DFAs tested (compare
NNNA and λNNA for TCNENa3, vide inf ra), and performed
additional CCSD and CCSD(T) calculations. For the sake of
convenience, for this particular test, we have selected a smaller
basis set, cc-pVTZ, which does not include diffuse functions.
Fortunately, for this system, diffuse functions are not needed to
obtain accurate descriptors related to the electron density
(compare the cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVTZ results of Table 2
and the corresponding table for TCNENa3, vide inf ra).
Results of the QTAIM analysis at different levels of theory

are displayed in Table 2. MP2 gives essentially the same
topology of the density as CCSD and CCSD(T), including the
value of the density and its Laplacian at the position of the
NNA. The average number and the localized electrons in the
NNA basin are very similar for MP2, CCSD, and CCSD(T)
wave functions and slightly overestimated using a HF wave
function. In order to assess the single-reference character of
this system, we performed T1 and D1 diagnostics, which
confirmed the lack of multireference character in this system
(see Table 3). Further confirmation is obtained from the
largest single and double excitation amplitudes in CCSD,
which are of the order of 0.02. Finally, in Table 4, we collect
IND for all the MP2 wave functions, which is below 0.037 in all
cases, indicating a low multireference character for the
molecules studied in this paper (as a reference, IND = 0.50
for the dissociated H2 molecule, whereas IND = 0.038 would
correspond to the H2 molecule at RHH = 0.86 Å, RHH = 0.74 Å
being the equilibrium geometry). These results confirm that
MP2 is a good reference system to study the electronic
distribution in these molecular electrides.
Which Is the Most Likely Number of Electrons in

Molecular Electrides? In order to determine the number of
electrons in the NNA basin (hereafter, electron numbers), we
analyze several properties related to the NNA. First, we collect
some topological indicators such as the electron density at the
non-nuclear attractor, ρ(rNNA), and the local charge concen-
tration at this point, measured through the Laplacian of the
electron density, ∇2ρ(rNNA). We expect these quantities to
increase and decrease, respectively, with the electron numbers.

We also measure the average number of electrons that we can
find in the NNA basin, NNNA, and the number of localized
electrons in this basin, λNNA. The latter quantity is directly
connected with the uncertainty in the electron population of
the NNA basin, δNNA, where NNNA = λNNA + δNNA.

118,133,134

We also compute the probability of having exactly zero, one,
and two electrons inside the NNA basin for single-determinant
wave functions (in the case of DFAs, we employ the Kohn−
Sham wave function and, hence, it should be considered as an
approximation to the actual probabilities provided by the
corresponding DFA), which following the work of Canceś et
al.,132 can be calculated as follows:
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where the prime in the summation indicates that we are
excluding terms with repeated indices, and i

Aλ are the N
eigenvalues of the atomic overlap matrix for the basin A.
Hereafter, we only consider the basin of the NNA and thus we
drop the notation indicating the region (Pi ≡ Pi

NAA and λi ≡
λi
NNA). These probabilities, which are now generically known as

Table 2. Results of the QTAIM Partitioning for TCNENa3
at Various Levels of Theory with the cc-pVTZ Basis Seta

method ρ(rNNA) ∇2ρ(rNNA) NNNA λNNA

HF 7.2 × 10−3 −5.4 × 10−3 0.487 0.231
MP2 7.1 × 10−3 −5.3 × 10−3 0.459 0.206
CCSD 7.1 × 10−3 −5.3 × 10−3 0.459 0.207
CCSD(T) 7.1 × 10−3 −5.2 × 10−3 0.453 0.202

aFor the description of columns, see Table 5.

Table 3. Multireference Diagnostics of the TCNENa3 CCSD
Wavefunction with Different Basis Setsa

basis set T1 D1 IND

cc-pVTZ 0.0164 0.0446 0.022
def2-TZVP 0.0164 0.0448 0.022

aAll the calculations display values below the recommended
thresholds (T1

MR ≥ 0.02 and D1
MR ≥ 0.05).101,102

Table 4. Values of the Nondynamical Correlation Index
(IND)

103,104 Calculated Using Occupancies of Natural
Orbitals Obtained with MP2 and Various Basis Sets

molecule basis set IND

TCNQLi2 aug-cc-pVTZ 0.021
ma-TZVP 0.021

TCNQNa2 aug-cc-pVTZ 0.019
ma-TZVP 0.018

Li@calix[4]pyrrole aug-cc-pVTZ 0.030
ma-TZVP 0.029

Na@calix[4]pyrrole aug-cc-pVTZ 0.029
ma-TZVP 0.028

TCNENa3 aug-cc-pVTZ 0.023
ma-TZVP 0.023

TCNENa4(II) aug-cc-pVTZ 0.020
ma-TZVP 0.020

Mg2EP aug-cc-pVTZ 0.031
ma-TZVP 0.031

Mg2@C60 aug-cc-pVTZ 0.036
ma-TZVP 0.036

e@C60F60 6-31G(d)+DF 0.021
6-31+G+DF 0.017
6-31G+DF 0.017
cc-pVDZ+DF 0.021



electron distribution functions (EDFs), were introduced in
chemistry by Daudel135,136 and have been extensively used by
Pendaś and co-workers131,137,138 as an elegant tool to
characterize chemical bonds.139 One can easily retrieve the
average number of electrons in the NNA basin using the EDFs:

N iP
i

iNNA ∑=
(3)

In the present case, the probability of finding more than two
electrons in the NNA basin is expected to be negligible, hence,
NNNA ≈ P1 + 2P2. Despite MP2 probabilities cannot be
computed from eqs 1 and 2, neglecting Pi ∀i > 2, and
employing the approximate localization index (vide supra), we
can compute approximate MP2 P0, P1, and P2 from the
following set of equations:

N P P2NNA 1 2≈ + (4)

N P N P N P

N

( ) (1 )

(2 )
NNA NNA 0 NNA

2
1 NNA

2
2

NNA
2
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− (5)

P P P1 0 1 2≈ + + (6)

which give rise to these approximate probabilities:

P N N1
1
2

( )0 NNA NNA
2

NNAλ≈ − + −
(7)

P N N(1 )1 NNA NNA NNAλ≈ + − (8)

P N
1
2
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Obviously, if Pi ≈ 0 ∀i > 2 and for accurate NNNA and λNNA,
the latter expressions provide excellent estimates of eqs 1 and 2
regardless of the wave function approximation. We consider
that the molecule is at least a one-electron molecular electride
if the probability of having at least one electron, 1 − P0, is
higher than the opposite, P0.

Finally, we employ the effective oxidation state (EOS) tool
developed by Salvador and co-workers.123,124 Namely, we
calculate the EOS of the NNA basin. To compute the EOS, we
must define real-space fragments among which the electrons
are distributed. We test two partitions: EOS[1], which
considers only two fragments, the NNA basin and the rest of
the molecule, and EOS[2], which divides the space into several
fragments, the NNA basins, one fragment for each metallic
atom, and the rest of the molecule. The only exception is the
e@C60F60 system, in which only type 1 fragmentation can be
applied because there are no metallic centers. The reliability
index (RI) is a measure that accompanies the EOS analysis,
giving the likelihood of a correct prediction of the oxidation
state. The RI is calculated using the following expression:

R RRI(%) 100 min( , )= α β (10)

where

R min(1, 1/2)λ= Δ +σ
σ

(11)

and Δλσ = λLO
σ − λFU

σ , LO and FU staying for lowest-occupied
and first-unoccupied EffAOs, respectively. RI takes values
between 50% (highest uncertainty) and 100% (lowest
uncertainty). The EOS will be compared against the highest
Pi value obtained from the EDFs.

TCNQLi2. The ground state of TCNQLi2 (3B1) was
characterized using different methods and various basis sets
(see Table 5). In all cases, except for B3LYP/ma-TZVP, CAM-
B3LYP/ma-TZVP, and M06-2X/ma-TZVP densities, a single
non-nuclear attractor was located between the Li atoms (see
Figure 2). B3LYP/ma-TZVP and CAM-B3LYP/ma-TZVP
electronic densities do not display an NNA whereas, in the
case of M06-2X/ma-TZVP, two close NNAs are located
between Li atoms. Except for the calculations performed with
the ma-TZVP basis set,94 the density and its Laplacian values
at the NNA are very similar for all the methods and basis sets
studied. A careful inspection of this basis set reveals that ma-

Table 5. Results of the QTAIM Partitioning for TCNQLi2
a

method basis ρ(rNNA) ∇2ρ(rNNA) NNNA λNNA EOS[1] RI EOS[2] RI P0 P1 P2

CAM-B3LYP ma-TZVP no NNAs
ma-QZVP 9.6 × 10−3 −8.2 × 10−3 0.540 0.277 −1 55 −1 83 46.9 52.6 0.6
cc-pVTZ 9.6 × 10−3 −8.3 × 10−3 0.563 0.300 −1 60 −1 87 44.7 54.7 0.6
aug-cc-pVTZ 9.6 × 10−3 −8.3 × 10−3 0.557 0.295 −1 59 −1 86 45.2 54.2 0.6

B3LYP ma-TZVP no NNAs
ma-QZVP 9.4 × 10−3 −7.9 × 10−3 0.505 0.242 0 52 −1 79 50.3 49.2 0.5
cc-pVTZ 9.4 × 10−3 −8.1 × 10−3 0.527 0.262 −1 52 −1 82 48.3 51.2 0.6
aug-cc-pVTZ 9.4 × 10−3 −8.1 × 10−3 0.524 0.259 −1 52 −1 81 48.5 50.9 0.6

M06-2X ma-TZVPb 7.8 × 10−3 −4.5 × 10−3 0.424 0.084 0 68 −1 67 58.3 41.2 0.5
ma-QZVP 9.3 × 10−3 −7.9 × 10−3 0.607 0.344 −1 67 −1 94 40.6 58.4 1.0
cc-pVTZ 9.4 × 10−3 −8.3 × 10−3 0.609 0.345 −1 67 −1 94 40.6 58.4 1.1
aug-cc-pVTZ 9.5 × 10−3 −8.3 × 10−3 0.609 0.346 −1 68 −1 94 40.5 58.5 1.0

HF ma-TZVP 7.8 × 10−3 −4.7 × 10−3 0.593 0.337 −1 66 −1 90 41.5 57.9 0.6
ma-QZVP 9.6 × 10−3 −8.5 × 10−3 0.726 0.504 −1 92 −1 100 28.7 70.5 0.9
cc-pVTZ 9.7 × 10−3 −8.7 × 10−3 0.719 0.494 −1 91 −1 100 29.4 69.8 0.8
aug-cc-pVTZ 9.7 × 10−3 −8.7 × 10−3 0.724 0.502 −1 92 −1 100 28.8 70.3 0.9

MP2 ma-TZVP 8.0 × 10−3 −4.8 × 10−3 0.550 0.291 45.6 53.9 0.6
aug-cc-pVTZ 1.0 × 10−2 −9.1 × 10−3 0.700 0.470 31.0 68.0 1.0

aThe third and fourth columns report values of the density, ρ(rNNA), and its Laplacian, ∇2ρ(rNNA), at the positions of the NNA. The fifth and sixth
columns give the population, NNNA, and localization index, λNNA, for the NNA basin. Starting on the seventh column, results of the EOS and EDF
analyses of the NNA basin are given. EOS[1] and EOS[2] correspond to the oxidation state obtained with type 1 and 2 fragmentations, respectively
(see text). The last three columns report the probabilities (in percentage) of finding 0, 1, and 2 electrons in the NNA basin. bTwo closely separated
NNAs are found for this basis set (NNNA and λNNA correspond to the sum of both NNAs).



TZVP does not present functions of angular momentum
higher than 1 for Li, whereas ma-QZVP, cc-pVTZ, and aug-cc-
pVTZ present d and f functions and some extra p functions
with lower exponents. Since we are employing atom-centered
basis sets, the presence of the latter functions on Li is essential
for a correct description of the electron density in the NNA
region. For this reason, we will not consider the results
obtained with the ma-TZVP basis set for this molecule.
The population and the number of electrons localized at the

NNA basin increase with the percentage of HF exchange
employed in the method (B3LYP, 20%, CAM-B3LYP, 19−
65%, M06-2X, 54%, HF, and MP2, 100%), HF providing the
closest agreement with MP2 data. The population of the NNA
oscillates between 0.5 and 0.7 electrons, in agreement with the
oxidation state of −1 assigned by the EOS analysis. This
oxidation state is predicted with a RI that increases with the
average number of electrons and the number of electrons
localized in the NNA (compare different methods in Table 5).
Interestingly, the RI increases if the electrons are distributed
among more fragments. Namely, the RI is larger for EOS[2],
which distributes the electrons in the electrides among the
NNA, the two Li atoms, and the rest of the molecule. As we
shall see, it is not the most common situation; more
fragmentation usually increases the uncertainty of the EOS
assignment, and in general, EOS[1] will be equal to or higher
than EOS[2]. A simple inspection of the probability
distributions in the NNA basin reveals that the highest
probability always corresponds to the oxidation state predicted
by the EOS analysis. Furthermore, there is a good
correspondence between the value of the probability and the
RI value predicted by the first fragmentation (EOS[1]). In this
case, the two most likely events are those in which the NNA
basin holds zero and one electron, the latter being clearly the
preferred situation for most methods. Hence, according to

EOS and EDF criteria, we can classify TCNQLi2 as a one-
electron molecular electride.

TCNQNa2. The results of the ground state of TCNQNa2
(3B1) are collected in Table 6 (see also Figure 3). In this case,
the ma-TZVP basis set of sodium contains some d and some
extra p functions with lower exponents, which help describe
the NNAs. However, these extra basis functions are insufficient
to provide a description that matches the results obtained with
the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The values of the density and its
Laplacian at the NNA are very similar with both basis sets, but
the population and, especially, the localization index are more
sensitive to the quality of the basis set.
As compared to TCNQLi2, TCNQNa2 has lower electron

numbers and less localized electrons in the NNA. More than
50% of the electrons in the NNA basin were localized in the
former case, whereas for TCNQNa2 this number is about 25%
for the studied DFAs and below 50% for HF and MP2. In fact,
regardless of the method or basis set employed in the
calculation, the probability of finding no electron in the NNA
basin is clearly larger than the probability of having one or
more electrons. For this molecule, the topological features
obtained with the MP2 wave function are much closer to the
values obtained at the HF level of theory, suggesting that all
DFAs underestimate the electride character of this molecule.
According to MP2, the probability of having one or more
electrons is 46%, which is quite high. This result is in line with
the EOS analysis at the same level of theory, which attributes
different oxidation states, 0 or −1, depending on the number of
fragments used. In this sense, this molecule is a borderline
situation between a zero-electron and a one-electron molecular
electride.

Li@calix[4]pyrrole and Na@calix[4]pyrrole. The results
of the ground state of Li@calix[4]pyrrole45,70,87 (2A1) and
Na@calix[4]pyrrole45,87 (2A1) are collected in Tables 7 and 8,
respectively (see also Figure 4). Unlike TCNQLi2, in this case,
ma-TZVP provides qualitatively similar results to aug-cc-pVTZ
because the Li and N atoms are closer to the NNA. Therefore,
the p functions centered in Li (as well as the diffuse functions
in the neighboring N atoms) provide a better description of
the NNA.
CAM-B3LYP density descriptors are clearly closer to the

MP2 ones, and hence we will focus on the EOS and EDF
analyses at the CAM-B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. The
average population and the localized electrons of the NNA
basin are rather low, in agreement with the zero oxidation state
and the high RI assigned by the EOS analysis. The EDF
analysis confirms that the probability of having zero electrons

Figure 2. Geometry of TCNQLi2 optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/ma-
TZVP level of theory. A single-point calculation with the aug-cc-
pVTZ basis set was used to retrieve the position of the NNA, which is
indicated with a red ball.

Table 6. Results of the QTAIM Partitioning, EOS, and EDF Analyses for TCNQNa2
a

method basis ρ(rNNA) ∇2ρ(rNNA) NNNA λNNA EOS[1] RI EOS[2] RI P0 P1 P2

CAM-B3LYP ma-TZVP 6.9 × 10−3 −4.4 × 10−3 0.213 0.044 0 100 0 66 78.9 21.0 0.0
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.1 × 10−3 −4.9 × 10−3 0.265 0.068 0 98 0 58 73.7 26.2 0.1

B3LYP ma-TZVP 6.6 × 10−3 −4.1 × 10−3 0.170 0.028 0 100 0 72 83.2 16.8 0.0
aug-cc-pVTZ 6.8 × 10−3 −4.6 × 10−3 0.217 0.045 0 100 0 65 78.6 21.3 0.0

M06-2X ma-TZVP 6.7 × 10−3 −4.0 × 10−3 0.236 0.053 0 100 0 62 76.7 23.2 0.1
aug-cc-pVTZ 6.9 × 10−3 −4.5 × 10−3 0.241 0.054 0 100 0 61 76.3 23.6 0.1

HF ma-TZVP 7.1 × 10−3 −5.2 × 10−3 0.443 0.191 0 63 −1 68 56.2 43.7 0.2
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.1 × 10−3 −5.4 × 10−3 0.495 0.238 0 52 −1 75 51.0 48.8 0.2

MP2 ma-TZVP 7.3 × 10−3 −5.3 × 10−3 0.418 0.171 58.4 41.4 0.2
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.4 × 10−3 −5.6 × 10−3 0.465 0.212 53.7 46.0 0.2

aFor a full description, see Table 5.
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in the NNA basin is the largest one. However, it also reveals a
non-negligible probability of 26.3% and 16.5% (28.8% and
19.5% at the MP2 level) of having one or more electrons in the
NNA basin of Li@calix[4]pyrrole and Na@calix[4]pyrrole,
respectively. Both molecules can be thus classified as low-
electron-number electrides.
TCNENa3 and TCNENa4(II). The results for the ground

state of TCNENa3 (
2A) and TCNENa4(II) (

3B3) are collected
in Tables 9 and 10, respectively. Both compounds were
recently classified as molecular electrides.90 The former
presents a Na−Na pair between which we can locate an
NNA, whereas the latter has two Na−Na pairs, giving rise to
two symmetrically equivalent NNAs (see Figure 5). In this
case, we will discuss the HF results because they provide the
best agreement with the MP2 data. According to the
topological analysis of the electron density, the oxidation
state analysis, and electron distribution functions, both
molecules have qualitatively the same electride character of
TCNQNa2; i.e., they can be considered borderline situations
between zero- and one-electron molecular electrides.
Mg2EP. The results of the ground state of Mg2EP (1A1) are

collected in Table 11. This molecule was classified as a
molecular electride by Chattaraj and co-workers,91 and it
displays an NNA between the two Mg atoms (see Figure 6). In
this case, all density functional approximations give very similar
values, and MP2 results lie in between HF and CAM-B3LYP
values. The average number of electrons in the NNA basin is
quite large compared to previous molecules. The EOS analysis
assigns two different oxidation states, 0 or −2, depending on
the partition scheme. Due to the spin symmetry of the
molecule (this is a closed-shell system), the EOS cannot assign
an oxidation state of −1 to the NNA basin. The electron
distribution analysis reveals an important difference with
previous molecules: the probability of having two electrons in
the NNA is not negligible and ranges between 11 and 25%

depending on the level of theory. As we shall discuss later, this
feature will be important to compare the EOS and EDF
analyses. Interestingly, regardless of the methodology em-
ployed in the calculation, the probability of having more than
one electron at the NNA is always higher than 50%, and the
most likely situation is that of having only one electron at the
NNA. In this case, there is an obvious disagreement between
EOS and EDF, regardless of the partition employed in the
former analysis. Still, we can speculate that this molecule is at
least a one-electron electride.

Mg2@C60. The results for the ground state of Mg2@C60
(1Ag) are collected in Table 12. This molecule was also
classified as a molecular electride by Chattaraj and co-
workers88 because, among other properties,45 it presents an
NNA between both Mg atoms (see Figure 7). In this case, all
density functional approximations provide very similar results
to MP2, whereas HF clearly overestimates the electride
character of the molecule. The EOS analysis suggests the
oxidation state of the NNA is either 0 or −2, depending on the
partition employed. The EOS analysis also discards the
oxidation state of −1 due to the spin symmetry of the
molecule. On the other hand, the probability of finding at least
one electron at the NNA basin is larger (56−59% depending
on the DFA) than the probability of finding no electron, and
the probability of finding exactly two electrons is not negligible
(11−13%). The situation in which we have only one electron
is the most likely scenario if one has to choose among the three
possibilities, although, according to the EDF analysis, no
possibility can be ruled out. Hence, we are deemed to conclude
that Mg2@C60 is at least a one-electron electride.

e@C60F60. Finally, we study the ground state of e@C60F60
(2Ag), which was previously assigned a weak electride
character.45 The results are collected in Table 13. This is the
largest molecule studied in this paper and its size prevents the
use of large basis sets. One can identify an NNA in the middle
of the fullerene cage (see Figure 8). Following previous
studies,45,92 we have augmented medium-sized basis sets with
some additional functions placed at the center of the cage to
provide a good description of the NNA. Namely, we have
added four uncontracted diffuse functions of s- and p-types
with exponents 1.68714478 × 10−n (n = 1−4). These basis sets
have been labeled as +DF (see Table 13). For this molecule,
the results are quite sensitive to the level of theory employed in
the calculation. Compared to MP2, B3LYP clearly under-
estimates the electride character, whereas HF significantly
overestimates it. CAM-B3LYP results agree quite well with the
MP2 values, suggesting a rather small number of electrons in

Figure 3. Geometry of TCNQNa2 optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/
ma-TZVP level of theory. The NNA position is indicated with a red
ball.

Table 7. Results of the QTAIM Partitioning, EOS, and EDF Analyses for Li@calix[4]pyrrolea

method basis ρ(rNNA) ∇2ρ(rNNA) NNNA λNNA EOS[1] RI EOS[2] RI P0 P1 P2

CAM-B3LYP ma-TZVP 7.6 × 10−3 −4.0 × 10−3 0.291 0.079 0 94 0 91 71.5 28.3 0.2
aug-cc-pVTZ 8.0 × 10−3 −5.2 × 10−3 0.269 0.067 0 98 0 95 73.7 26.2 0.1

B3LYP ma-TZVP 6.9 × 10−3 −3.2 × 10−3 0.215 0.043 0 100 0 100 78.9 21.0 0.1
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.2 × 10−3 −4.3 × 10−3 0.193 0.035 0 100 0 100 81.0 18.9 0.1

M06-2X ma-TZVP 7.0 × 10−3 −2.9 × 10−3 0.195 0.035 0 100 0 100 81.0 19.0 0.1
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.3 × 10−3 −4.1 × 10−3 0.177 0.028 0 100 0 100 82.8 17.1 0.1

HF ma-TZVP 7.6 × 10−3 −5.2 × 10−3 0.518 0.250 −0.5 100 −1 52 49.3 50.0 0.7
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.8 × 10−3 −5.8 × 10−3 0.511 0.245 0 51 −1 51 49.8 49.5 0.6

MP2 ma-TZVP 7.7 × 10−3 −4.5 × 10−3 0.321 0.100 68.1 31.8 0.2
aug-cc-pVTZ 8.2 × 10−3 −5.6 × 10−3 0.29 0.08 71.2 28.7 0.1

aFor a full description, see Table 5.
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the NNA basin. The EOS analysis clearly assigns a zero

oxidation state, in line with the large value of the probability of

finding no electron at the NNA (66−70%). However, there is a
non-negligible probability of finding one electron (30−34%),
suggesting that this is a low-electron-number molecular

electride.

■ DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In the previous section, we have seen that the correct
description of a molecular electride hinges on the electronic
structure method employed for the analyses. First of all, the
basis set employed should include sufficiently flexible functions
in the atoms that are close to the NNA; otherwise, the
molecular electride character can be significantly under-

Table 8. Results of the QTAIM partitioning, EOS, and EDF analyses for Na@calix[4]pyrrolea

method basis ρ(rNNA) ∇2ρ(rNNA) NNNA λNNA EOS[1] RI EOS[2] RI P0 P1 P2

CAM-B3LYP ma-TZVP 5.9 × 10−3 −2.6 × 10−3 0.169 0.027 0 100 0 100 83.3 16.7 0.1
aug-cc-pVTZ 6.0 × 10−3 −2.6 × 10−3 0.167 0.026 0 100 0 100 83.5 16.4 0.1

B3LYP ma-TZVP 5.3 × 10−3 −2.0 × 10−3 0.094 0.008 0 100 0 100 90.8 9.2 0.0
aug-cc-pVTZ 5.3 × 10−3 −2.0 × 10−3 0.086 0.007 0 100 0 100 91.5 8.5 0.0

M06-2X ma-TZVP 5.7 × 10−3 −2.2 × 10−3 0.100 0.009 0 100 0 100 90.3 9.7 0.0
aug-cc-pVTZ 5.5 × 10−3 −1.8 × 10−3 0.062 0.004 0 100 0 100 94.0 6.0 0.0

HF ma-TZVP 5.8 × 10−3 −3.1 × 10−3 0.448 0.191 0 63 0 62 56.0 43.7 0.2
aug-cc-pVTZ 6.0 × 10−3 −3.4 × 10−3 0.484 0.224 0 55 0 55 52.4 47.3 0.2

MP2 ma-TZVP 6.2 × 10−3 −3.0 × 10−3 0.202 0.041 79.8 20.2 0.0
aug-cc-pVTZ 6.4 × 10−3 −3.0 × 10−3 0.195 0.039 80.5 19.6 0.0

aFor a full description, see Table 5.

Figure 4. Geometries of Li@calix[4]pyrrole and Na@calix[4]pyrrole optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/ma-TZVP level of theory. The NNA position
is indicated with a red ball.

Table 9. Results of the QTAIM Partitioning, EOS, and EDF Analyses for TCNENa3
a

method basis ρ(rNNA) ∇2ρ(rNNA) NNNA λNNA EOS[1] RI EOS[2] RI P0 P1 P2

CAM-B3LYP ma-TZVP 7.0 × 10−3 −4.4 × 10−3 0.204 0.040 0 100 0 68 79.8 20.2 0.0
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.2 × 10−3 −4.9 × 10−3 0.268 0.069 0 97 0 58 73.5 26.5 0.1

B3LYP ma-TZVP 6.7 × 10−3 −4.1 × 10−3 0.162 0.025 0 100 0 74 84.0 16.0 0.0
aug-cc-pVTZ 6.9 × 10−3 −4.5 × 10−3 0.218 0.046 0 100 0 66 78.5 21.5 0.0

M06-2X ma-TZVP 6.8 × 10−3 −4.0 × 10−3 0.211 0.040 0 100 0 67 79.3 20.6 0.2
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.1 × 10−3 −4.6 × 10−3 0.228 0.047 0 100 0 64 77.6 22.2 0.2

HF ma-TZVP 7.1 × 10−3 −5.2 × 10−3 0.438 0.187 0 64 −1 66 56.6 43.3 0.1
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.2 × 10−3 −5.4 × 10−3 0.495 0.238 0 52 −1 75 51.0 48.8 0.2

MP2 ma-TZVP 7.0 × 10−3 −5.0 × 10−3 0.410 0.165 59.1 40.7 0.2
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.1 × 10−3 −5.3 × 10−3 0.464 0.211 53.8 46.0 0.2

aFor a full description, see Table 5.

Table 10. Results of the QTAIM Partitioning, EOS, and EDF Analyses for TCNENa4(II)
a

method basis ρ(rNNA) ∇2ρ(rNNA) NNNA λNNA EOS[1] RI EOS[2] RI P0 P1 P2

CAM-B3LYP ma-TZVP 7.0 × 10−3 −4.3 × 10−3 0.202 0.040 0 100 0 68 80.0 20.0 0.0
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.2 × 10−3 −4.9 × 10−3 0.266 0.068 0 98 0 59 73.6 26.3 0.1

B3LYP ma-TZVP 6.7 × 10−3 −4.0 × 10−3 0.159 0.024 0 100 0 74 84.3 15.7 0.0
aug-cc-pVTZ 6.9 × 10−3 −4.5 × 10−3 0.215 0.045 0 100 0 66 78.7 21.2 0.0

M06-2X ma-TZVP 6.8 × 10−3 −4.0 × 10−3 0.211 0.041 0 100 0 67 79.2 20.6 0.2
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.1 × 10−3 −4.6 × 10−3 0.226 0.046 0 100 0 65 77.8 22.0 0.2

HF ma-TZVP 7.1 × 10−3 −5.2 × 10−3 0.439 0.188 0 63 −1 67 56.5 43.4 0.1
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.2 × 10−3 −5.4 × 10−3 0.495 0.239 0 52 −1 75 51.0 48.9 0.2

MP2 ma-TZVP 7.0 × 10−3 −5.0 × 10−3 0.411 0.166 59.1 40.8 0.2
aug-cc-pVTZ 7.1 × 10−3 −5.2 × 10−3 0.465 0.211 53.8 46.0 0.2

aFor the a full description, see Table 5.
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estimated, to the point that the molecule could not be
considered an electride. This is the case of the ma-TZVP basis
set, with which we cannot locate the NNA in some cases,
whereas in other cases, we got a too small number of electrons
in the NNA basins.

Among the density functional approximations explored in
this work, CAM-B3LYP seems to be the one in closest
agreement with the reference MP2 data. This is probably
because range-separated functionals tend to reduce the
delocalization error compared to their hybrid peers with a
low percentage of HF exchange, such as B3LYP. In general, the

Figure 5. Geometries of TCNENa3 and TCNENa4(II) optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/ma-TZVP level of theory. The NNA position is indicated
with a red ball.

Table 11. Results of the QTAIM Partitioning, EOS, and EDF Analyses for Mg2EP
a

method basis ρ(rNNA) ∇2ρ(rNNA) NNNA λNNA EOS[1] RI EOS[2] RI P0 P1 P2

CAM-B3LYP ma-TZVP 3.2 × 10−2 −3.8 × 10−2 0.722 0.229 0 82 −2 59 42.1 44.7 12.8
aug-cc-pVTZ 3.3 × 10−2 −3.9 × 10−2 0.746 0.244 0 80 −2 60 40.6 45.3 13.6

B3LYP ma-TZVP 3.2 × 10−2 −3.6 × 10−2 0.677 0.201 0 87 −2 56 44.9 43.4 11.3
aug-cc-pVTZ 3.2 × 10−2 −3.8 × 10−2 0.712 0.222 0 83 −2 58 42.7 44.4 12.4

M06-2X ma-TZVP 3.1 × 10−2 −3.6 × 10−2 0.705 0.219 0 84 −2 58 43.1 44.3 12.2
aug-cc-pVTZ 3.1 × 10−2 −3.7 × 10−2 0.701 0.216 0 84 −2 58 43.4 44.1 12.1

HF ma-TZVP 3.4 × 10−2 −4.3 × 10−2 1.018 0.460 0 54 −2 79 25.8 48.8 24.3
aug-cc-pVTZ 3.4 × 10−2 −4.3 × 10−2 1.030 0.470 0 53 −2 79 25.3 48.7 24.8

MP2 ma-TZVP 3.0 × 10−2 −3.5 × 10−2 0.835 0.332 34.8 46.9 18.3
aug-cc-pVTZ 3.1 × 10−2 −3.6 × 10−2 0.876 0.366 32.5 47.4 20.1

aFor a full description, see Table 5.

Figure 6. Geometry of Mg2EP optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/ma-
TZVP level of theory. The NNA position is indicated with a red ball.

Table 12. Results of the QTAIM Partitioning, EOS, and EDF Analyses for Mg2@C60. For a full description, see Table 5

method basis ρ(rNNA) ∇2ρ(rNNA) NNNA λNNA EOS[1] RI EOS[2] RI P0 P1 P2

CAM-B3LYP ma-TZVP 4.0 × 10−2 −5.0 × 10−2 0.699 0.211 0 85 −2 58 43.8 43.9 11.9
aug-cc-pVTZ 4.0 × 10−2 −5.5 × 10−2 0.738 0.234 0 82 −2 61 41.4 44.9 13.1

B3LYP ma-TZVP 3.9 × 10−2 −5.0 × 10−2 0.685 0.202 0 87 −2 57 44.8 43.4 11.4
aug-cc-pVTZ 4.0 × 10−2 −5.4 × 10−2 0.732 0.229 0 82 −2 60 41.9 44.7 12.9

M06-2X ma-TZVP 3.7 × 10−2 −4.6 × 10−2 0.687 0.203 0 86 −2 58 44.7 43.5 11.4
aug-cc-pVTZ 3.8 × 10−2 −5.2 × 10−2 0.704 0.212 0 85 −2 59 43.7 43.9 12.0

HF ma-TZVP 4.2 × 10−2 −5.9 × 10−2 0.971 0.404 0 60 −2 75 28.6 48.3 21.9
aug-cc-pVTZ 4.2 × 10−2 −6.2 × 10−2 0.984 0.412 0 59 −2 76 28.0 48.3 22.3

MP2 ma-TZVP 3.3 × 10−2 −3.7 × 10−2 0.691 0.215 44.0 42.9 13.1

Figure 7. Geometry of Mg2@C60 optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/ma-
TZVP level of theory. The NNA position is indicated with a red ball.
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number of electrons in the NNA basins of electrides depends
on the amount of HF exchange included in the method.
B3LYP usually gives the lowest average electron numbers in
the NNA basins, the largest zero-electron probabilities, and the
lowest oxidation states. This result is in line with the large
delocalization errors documented in conjugated82 and aromatic
molecules.83−86,95 CAM-B3LYP and M06-2X do not suffer
from large delocalization errors and often provide similar NNA
electron numbers, although slightly lower than those given by
MP2. On the other hand, HF, which tends to overestimate
electron localization, provides the largest electron numbers in
the NNA basin. This is the general trend but, in other cases,
such as Mg2EP, the delocalization error does not seem to be so
important and all density functional approximations under-
estimate the electride character. One should keep in mind that
some DFAs are completely inadequate to study molecular
electrides. This is the case of MN15,99 which systematically
fails to locate an NNA in these molecules. For the sake of
completeness, we have included these results in the Supporting
Information.

Several tools to analyze the electride character of molecules
have been employed in this work. If we take as a reference
criterion the probability of finding at least one electron in the
NNA basin, 1 − P0, we realize that there is not a clear-cut value
of the electron density at the NNA or its Laplacian that can be
used to clearly characterize the molecule (see Figures S2 and
S3). The same can be said about the average number of
electrons in the NNA and the localization index. However, as a
qualitative indication, we can state that one-electron electrides
(1 − P0 > 0.5) usually have NNNA ≥ 0.5 and λNNA ≥ 0.2 (see
Figures S4 and S5). In most cases, the EOS analysis predicts an
oxidation state in agreement with the largest probability.
However, we have found some exceptions to analyze in detail:
Mg2@C60 and Mg2EP.
First of all, we will examine the EOS analysis that applies the

simplest fragmentation, EOS[1], which only considers two
fragments: the NNA and the rest of the molecule. Instead of
the reliability index (RI), which only takes values in the range
[50%, 100%], we will analyze the smallest difference between
the occupation of the lowest occupied effective atomic orbital
(EffAO), λLO, and the first unoccupied orbital, λFU, i.e.,
min(Δλα,Δλβ). Notice that by occupied and unoccupied EffAOs,
we refer to orbitals to which at least one electron is and is not
assigned, respectively, during the EOS analysis. Δλ = λLO − λFU
is actually used to calculate the RI (see eq 11) and, in practice,
employing this measure instead of the RI will permit to
distinguish cases that will be all considered 100% certain by the
RI (compare Figures 9 and S1). Furthermore, Δλ = 0 does not
imply that the probability of the oxidation states assigned by
the EOS analysis is 50% since Δλ = 0 can also occur when we
have systems with more than two oxidation states that have the
same probability. In Figure 9, we represent the probability of
finding n electrons at the NNA basin, n being the oxidation
state predicted by the EOS analysis, against min(Δλα,Δλβ) for
all the molecules and methods for which we could locate an
NNA. We can clearly differentiate between two groups of
molecules: types A and B. Each group shows a perfectly
predictable behavior of one quantity with respect to the other.
Type-B electrides correspond to calculations for which P2 is
negligible, whereas P2 values are significant (P2 > 0.1) for type-
A electrides. For type-B electrides, which are open-shell
molecules, there is only one EffAO assigned to the NNA with

Table 13. Results of the QTAIM Partitioning, EOS, and EDF Analyses for e@C60F60
a

method basis ρ(rNNA) ∇2ρ(rNNA) NNNA λNNA EOS[1] RI P0 P1 P2

CAM-B3LYP 6-31G+DF 3.99 × 10−3 −3.77 × 10−3 0.314 0.091 0 89 69.7 30.3 0.1
6-31G(d)+DF 3.94 × 10−3 −3.57 × 10−3 0.318 0.093 0 88 69.4 30.6 0.0
6-31+G+DF 2.85 × 10−3 −9.90 × 10−4 0.343 0.108 0 84 67.1 32.9 0.0
ma-TZVP+DF 2.64 × 10−3 −6.52 × 10−4 0.354 0.114 0 83 66.0 33.8 0.2

B3LYP 6-31G+DF 3.26 × 10−3 −3.07 × 10−3 0.241 0.054 0 100 76.7 23.3 0.0
6-31G(d)+DF 3.24 × 10−3 −2.92 × 10−3 0.247 0.057 0 100 76.1 23.8 0.0
6-31+G+DF 2.35 × 10−3 −8.38 × 10−4 0.253 0.059 0 100 75.6 24.4 0.0
ma-TZVP+DF 2.18 × 10−3 −5.76 × 10−4 0.268 0.065 0 99 74.4 25.6 0.0

HF 6-31G+DF 6.73 × 10−3 −7.52 × 10−3 0.506 0.236 0 52 51.2 48.6 0.2
6-31G(d)+DF 6.55 × 10−3 −7.12 × 10−3 0.504 0.234 0 53 51.6 48.4 0.1
6-31+G+DF 4.70 × 10−3 −2.54 × 10−3 0.569 0.296 −1 59 45.2 54.4 0.5
ma-TZVP+DF 4.35 × 10−3 −1.70 × 10−3 0.594 0.319 −1 59 43.2 56.3 0.5
cc-pVDZ+DF 6.24 × 10−3 −6.58 × 10−3 0.483 0.213 0 57 53.8 46.2 0.1

MP2 6-31G+DF 4.05 × 10−3 −3.40 × 10−3 0.337 0.111 68.6 31.4 0.0
6-31G(d)+DF 3.57 × 10−3 −2.61 × 10−3 0.314 0.098 64.5 35.2 0.2
6-31+G+DF 2.51 × 10−3 −7.78 × 10−5 0.357 0.123 66.4 33.4 0.2

aFor a full description, see Table 5.

Figure 8. Geometry of e@C60F60 optimized at the CAM-B3LYP/ma-
TZVP+DF level of theory. The NNA position is indicated with a red
ball.
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an occupation much larger than zero, λ, which, has a
corresponding EffAOs in the other fragment with occupation
1 − λ (the other occupied and unoccupied EffAOs assigned to
the rest of the molecule have occupations close to 1 and 0,
respectively). For single-determinant wave functions, if Pi = 0
∀i > 1, P0 = (1 − λ) and P1 = λ, it is easy to prove that Pi =

1/2
+ 1/2Δλ, i being the oxidation state assigned by the EOS
analysis (in this case, i is either zero or one) and the gap being
Δλ = |1 − 2λ|. Indeed, the blue points in Figure 9 follow this
equation. Type-A electrides are closed-shell molecules, for
which P2 is not negligible, Pi = 0 ∀i > 2 and, by spin symmetry,
they have only two degenerate EffAOS with occupations λ1 =
λ2 = λ. In this case, the probabilities can also be determined
analytically for the oxidation state assigned by EOS. By spin
symmetry, the EOS analysis can only assign zero or two
electrons to the NNA of type-A electrides and, in either case, P
= 1/4(Δλ + 1)2, so there is also a simple relationship between
the gap and the probability, but this time there is a quadratic
dependence. For Δλ < 1/2, the error of neglecting the quadratic
term in calculating P leads to small errors, ranging between 0%
and 6.25%. For this reason, type-A electrides, which mostly
have Δλ values below 1/2, also present an excellent linear
correlation between P with Δλ (see Figure 9).
From the latter results, some features of the EOS analysis are

revealed. Since α and β electrons are assigned independently,
symmetry-breaking electron distributions of the fragments are
not considered in the EOS analysisthis fact is reminiscent of
the incompatibility140 of the local spin analysis141,142 and the
EDFs. This is a consequence of EOS (or local spin)
considering averaged quantities, whereas EDFs are proba-
bilities that can include symmetry-breaking situations
(obviously, EDFs can be used to calculate averaged quantities
that will respect the symmetry of the system, see eq 3). Hence,
the EOS analysis on the fragment partitions of closed-shell
molecules will never assign an odd number of electrons to
some fragment, and therefore, there will never be an agreement
between the EOS and EDFs analyses for the fragments of
closed-shell molecules for which the largest Pi corresponds to
an odd i.
In the following, we will discuss some advantages of using

ΔλαΔλβ instead of RI to measure the reliability of the oxidation
state provided by the EOS analysis. As stated above, the RI
depends on min(Δλα,Δλβ) value (see eq 10). We have found a
linear correspondence between min(Δλα,Δλβ) and the EDFs
for some simple systems, such as type-B electrides, for which Pi

≈ 0 ∀i > 1 and, therefore, Δλβ ≈ 1. However, for the type-A
electrides, the quadratic dependence of P on ΔλαΔλβ is not
negligible, and the relationship between the RI and the
probability is lost in this case. For this reason, we believe that
ΔλαΔλβ is a better measure of the uncertainty of the oxidation
state assignment. In Figure 10, we display the probability of
having a number of electrons that matches the oxidation state
predicted by the EOS analysis for type-A and type-B electrides
against this new measure of uncertainty. For type-B molecules,
as discussed above, the dependence of P on ΔλαΔλβ is very
similar to the one presented in Figure 9 because Δλβ ≈ 1. In
this figure, for type-A electrides, we also represent the
probability of having zero, one, and two electrons in the
NNA basins. For the type-A electrides, the EOS analysis always
predicts a zero oxidation state. However, for several of these
molecules, P1 is larger than P0 and the values of ΔλαΔλβ are
really small. In fact, the latter quantity is smaller than 0.3 until
the probability of having no electrons goes well beyond 50%.
In this sense, this new reliability measure seems to display
small values for systems with more distributed probabilities,
such as those in the type-A category, and only provides very
large values (close to 1.0) for cases where the probability of
having exactly the number of electrons indicated by the
oxidation state is close to 100%. Notice that the oxidation state
assignment provided by the EOS analysis remains unchanged;
we are only suggesting a reliability measure that better reflects
the probabilities given by the EDFs,

RM λ λ= Δ Δα β (12)

with RM taking values between zero and one. As an
illustration, let us compare RI and RM values for Mg2@C60
at the CAM-B3LYP/ma-TZVP level of theory. In this case,
EOS[1] = 0 with RI = 85% (a highly reliable assignment), and
EOS[2] = −2 with RI = 58%. On the other hand, RM is equal
to 0.12, a fairly small value for EOS[1], in better agreement
with the EDFs, which state that P1 value is very close to P0 and
1 − P0 > 0.5.
The second partition considered in the EOS analysis, which

defines separate fragments for the metallic atoms in the
molecules (Li, Na, and Mg), always provides an oxidation state
equal or more negative than the first partition. If the NNA and
the rest of the molecule are competing for an electron, it is
more likely for the NNA to win the battle when the rest of the
molecule is divided into various fragments. If we disregard the

Figure 9. Probability of finding in the NNA basin the number of
electrons predicted by the EOS analysis (P|EOS|) against min-
(Δλα,Δλβ). Δλ and EOS analysis were obtained with the type 1
fragmentation. The plot includes data for all methods and basis sets
(excluding MP2) for which one NNA was found.

Figure 10. Probability of finding of finding 0, 1, or 2 electrons in the
NNA basin against RM (see eq 11). Δλ and EOS analysis were
obtained with the type 1 fragmentation. The plot includes data for all
methods and basis sets (excluding MP2) for which one NNA was
found.
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situations where the quality of the basis set was dubious and
HF (which clearly overestimates the localized character of the
NNA), most of the discrepancies between EOS[1] and
EOS[2] occurred for type-A electrides. In other words, the
partition seems to be more relevant in situations where P2 ≫ 0
and the RM value is small.
We have studied nine molecular electrides in this paper.

Three of them are classified as one-electron electrides (1 − P0
> 0.5): TCNQLi2, Mg2EP, and Mg2@C60. Other three show an
intermediate situation between zero- and one-electron
electrides (P0 ≈ 0.5), TCNQNa2, TCNENa3, and TCNE-
Na4(II). Finally, the other three molecular electrides are
classified as low-electron-number electrides (0.5 ≫ 1 − P0 ≫
0), Li@calix[4]pyrrole, Na@calix[4]pyrrole, and e@C60F60.
We believe this classification highlights the strength of the
electride character and will prove useful in the design of new
electrides.
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